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WHITE WINE: 
 

Cova da Raposa, Alvarinho 2017 - no added sulphur organic Braga, Minho 
 
Medium straw colour. Complex aroma with tropical fruits, essence of minerality. A vibrant satisfying              
fresh palate, pleasantly oxidative. An interesting take on Alvarinho and an excellent example of benefits               
of no added sulphur. 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Dão Maceração, 2018 
 
A skin contact wine from a collection of typical grapes from the Dão region - Encruzado, Cerceal,                 
Malvasia. Well balanced for body, grip and acidity. A good bruised apple and dried apricot on the palate.                  
A versatile pairing with a lot of autumn food. 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Bajanças Private Selection 2008, Douro Superior 
 
“Fabulous Portuguese aroma: resinous aged character, quince and sour pear – intense. On the palate,               
brilliantly high acidity melded with a creamy texture and a richness of lime and freshly cut wood resin.                  
Very long and satisfying finish.” This is a truly unique wine that is ageing extremely well and is only                   
getting better. 

 

RED WINE: 
 

Piteira Red 2017, Left Bank Guadiana River, Alentejo 
 
Coming from the hottest spot in Portugal, this is a very distinctive wine. Nose blossoming with red                 
berries and sweet spices. Excellent structure, cherry drops, well balanced with acidity and herbal              
essence, round tannins and long finish. 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Carvalhão Torto Jaen Alfrocheiro 2007, Dão 
 
Coming from elegant Dao region, this estate specialises in prolonged ageing of wines with no wood                
contact. Minimum ageing before release is 10 years, it’s a unique experience of fruit unadulterated by                
other interventions. Lively on the nose with berries and soft pine forest notes. Very delicate and elegant                 
wine, the finesse of the tannins is striking leaving a sense that they are invisible, but present. Plenty of                   
fruit and vibrance preserved with age. 
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PORT WINE: 
 

Morgadio da Calçada/ Niepoort Late Bottled Vintage 2013 
 
Exhibiting a very fine and fresh aroma dominated by spices and cocoa, along with very ripe fruit, with                  
notes of plums and red berries; the aromas follow through on the palate with a firm, structured wine                  
but with soft tannins, resulting in an elegant combination. These ports are made in fresher more elegant                 
style. A serious wine, not a dessert 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

with 
 

 
 
 

Fendant de Vétroz, Les Terrasses, 2018 
Jean-René Germanier, Chasselas, AOC Valais 
The classic Swiss creamy floral white wine with a touch of minerality. Goes with              
everything from fish to cheese fondue, our go-to wine for everything in life.  
 
 
Nanumy 2016  
Vinigma, Sauvignon  Blanc, AOC Valais, Made in Basel 
Vibrant exotic fruit in a fresh, crisp Sauvignon Blanc from Valais. 
  
 
Rossato di Merlot, Terre Alte, 2017 
Gialdi Vini, Merlot, DOC Ticino 
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A delicate but juicy rosé from Merlot which is by far the most popular grape variety in                 
Ticino.  
 
 
Gamaret-Garanoir, Expression, 2016 
Cave de la Côte, AOC La Côte 
Light fruity red with a hint of spice. A classic blend of two Swiss grape varieties. 
 
 
Alpine Wines is the UK’s specialist importer of wine from the Alpine regions of Europe. Unique                
wines that provide a delightful experience from the places, cultures and people that make them.               
Visit us at AlpineWines.co.uk or call 02031513454 
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 INTERNATIONAL TASTING 2019: 

Wine, Spirits & Beers 

 

CHARANDA – THE MEXICAN RUM 

In native purepecha language, Charanda means “The reddish soil of the region”. This is              
the name given to a spirit obtained through the distillation of the juice extracted from a                
particular variety of sugar cane, grown in this region of Mexico, which possesses special              
features that distinguish it from the other Mexican varieties, as the altitude and the water               
from the region confer to it a unique flavour. This is a drink proudly produced in the                 
state of Michoacan, which has endured the rigorous test of time for over five hundred               
years, and it is part of the selection of Mexican spirits with appellation of origin. 

 

El Tarasco Gran Reserva Silver. 

El Tarasco is produced since 1953 and it is the most           
emblematic brand of Casa Tarasco Spirits. This Gran        
Reserva Silver edition is the outcome of white distillates         
blended in barrels selected by the Master Blender to obtain a           
silver handcrafted Rum that can be drank mixed or straight 

Appellation of Origin: Charanda 
 

Sommelier Notes 
Vision: Straw-coloured, clean and dense Olfaction: Citrus, spicy and fine flavours of            
caramel notes Palate: Good structure and balance in the mouth, long and thin             
persistence. 
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El Tarasco Gran Reserva Aged. 
 
This Gran Reserva Aged edition is the result of a blend of            
barrels, aged 9 months, that the Master Blender selects to          
obtain a handcrafted Reposado Rum aged at more than 1200          
meters above sea level. To drink mixed or straight. 

Appellation of Origin: Charanda 
 

Sommelier Notes 
Vision: Pale mahogany with gold trim. Olfaction: Lovely notes of aged spices, with lots              
of scents like vanilla. Palate: Excellent balance between alcohol and acidity, long            
persistence. 
 
 

 

 

El Tarasco Gran Reserva Extra Aged. 

El Tarasco special edition Gran Reserva Extra Aged is the          
result of a blend of barrels with ages of 12 and 18 months             
that the Master Blender selects to obtain an artisanal rum          
matured at its best. 

Appellation of Origin: Charanda 
 

Sommelier Notes 
Vision: Dark mahogany. Olfaction: Reminiscent of dates, peaches in syrup, and nuts 
Palate: Harmonious balance between sweetness and acidity. Subtle and elegant          
palate, rich but with a dry finish. 
 

 

Sol Tarasco Extra Aged. 

Inspired in the knowledge and tradition of the Purepecha         
culture, it is a blend of distilled sugar cane virgin honeys, its            
handcrafted production process is dated approximately 300       
years old before the Spanish Conquest. Its sale and         
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consumption were prohibited. The processes in which Sol Tarasco is produced,           
respects the ancient Purepecha distillers in Michoacan, Mexico. 

We select only sugar cane cultivated over 1300 meters above sea level for this process.               
The Master Blender obtains this ancient spirit known as “Guarapo” through a slow             
distillation process. The Master Blender selects the barrels aged 24 an until 36 months              
to obtain this handcraft distilled aged in height. 
 
Guarapo, the first sugar cane distilled of Ancient Mexico. 
 
Appellation of Origin: Charanda 

 
Sommelier Notes 
Vision: Dark mahogany colour with copper-colour shades. Olfaction: Smells of honey           
hive, orange, vanilla and cinnamon, very intense nose, clean without fault. Palate: Full             
mouth, velvety and neat aftertaste. 
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Vicentin Sparkling Rose Malbec NV. Mendoza, Argentina 
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Munay Torrontés 2017. Salta, Argentina  

                                    

Lassia Pinot Noir Patagonia, Argentina  
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Lassia Malbec  

                                                                                    

 

Munay Tannat 2017. Salta, Argentina 
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Filus Cabernet Sauvignon 2016. Mendoza, Argentina   

  

                                                                                                                         

Munay Tannat 2017. Salta, Argentina 

                                                                                                                           .  
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Bishop’s Gin London Dry 
 

 

Bishop's Gin London Dry is     the first of the Ponet Spirits’      
creations, born from a    meeting: that of a family     
heritage and of unbridled    creativity.  

The concept of Bishop’s Gin is      that of a new classic, which      
can be tasted neat or in      cocktail.  

To create this balanced gin,     we decided to limit the number      
of botanicals to a minimum,     with the unique addition of the      
nasturtium flower and to distil     the spirit using the London     
Dry method that could    guarantee the expression of    
all its complexity.  

Tasting notes  

Crystal-clear, the Bishop's Gin    remains true to the tradition of      
London Dry Gin. 

The smell reaches you with     aromas of jenever, we    
imagine a crushed grain of     jenever releasing its resinous    
freshness as well as notes     reminiscent of lemon and    
fresh grass can also be     experienced. 

On the palate the promises of      the nose are verified, the     
juniper is present, particularly well-integrated with the slightly spicy notes of the            
nasturtium. Coriander and lemongrass bring a touch of exoticism whilst the liquorice            
and almond give it a softness and round it all to a perfect and satisfying ending. 
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Bishop’s Gin Marmalade 

Created in 2017 by Ponet Spirits, this edition of Bishop's Gin celebrates the unexpected              
encounter between an orange marmalade made from organic Sicilian oranges,          
developed in  partnership with the Belgian craft jam maker       
Pipaillon and  the Bishop's Gin London Dry.  

 

Tasting notes  

On the nose, an    impression of sweetness, reminiscent of the      
delicacy of  candied orange dominates. The juniper appears a       
few moments  later, announcing a complexity and a welcome       
bitterness. On  the whole comes the sweet memory of a sunny         
taste, raw milk   butter and lightly toasted bread ... On the palate         
the orange,  slowly candied becomes obvious. And the gin ...        
again and again   ... The whole is strikingly coherent, the fat, almost         
resinous gin  dances with precision with the delicacy of the        
Sicilian orange.  Then the nasturtium makes its appearance,      
disruptive element of a scene that without it could be too          
classic ... The   side subtly peppered, peculiar to Bishop's Gin,       
ignites this  unprecedented me between London Dry and      
marmalade to  offer us a unique spirits. 
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 Kaapse Vonkel Brut 2017 
Chenin Blanc 2018 

Chenin Avec Chêne 2016 
Simonsig Pinotage 2014 
Simonsig Pinotage 2015 
Redhill Pinotage 2014 
Redhill Pinotage 2015 

  
 

Named after the majestic views of the Simonsberg Mountains, Simonsig is           
situated in the famous Stellenbosch wine region, 45km east of Cape Town. 

Simonsig Wine Estate is synonymous with the history of the South African            
wine industry, the Stellenbosch wine region, and the Malan family name. 

These elements are intertwined in this family-owned farm, where the late           
Frans Malan produced the first bottle of our much-loved Kaapse Vonkel,           
South Africaʼs first Méthode Cap Classique made in the classic          
bottle-fermented style. He is also honoured for co-founding the thriving          
Stellenbosch Wine Route, a first in its time. Today, his legacy lives on             
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through his sons, Francois and Johan, and grandchildren        
Francois-Jacques, Christelle and Michael, the 2nd and 3rd Malan         
generations at Simonsig Wine Estate. 
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